
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

CORVETTE Z06 OIL DRY SUMP COVER PERFORATED STAINLESS 

PART #043094 

Parts Included: 

1-Stainless Oil Dry Sump Cover

1-Sheet Metal Pilot Screw

1-Thumb Screw

1-Support Bracket w/Hook and Loop Fastener
1-Zip Tie

Liner Information:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in place until 

the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. 

1. Your new cover will set in place directly over the hoods safety hook and hood stop. Place the unit into position

to check its fit and also to take a look at the large wire harness. Your new cover has been notched for this

harness however since it is a wire harness you will need to manipulate it so that it will run through the notch

provided in such a way as to not allow the new cover to chafe the harness in any way. We have provided a zip

tie to help secure the harness to the required position.

2. The second step will be to remove the wiper cowl gasket and examine the end of the cover to determine just

where to locate the covers support bracket. This bracket has been designed to be secured by the factory wiper

cowl clip located closest to the covers end. Once you have selected the best location for the bracket simply pull

the factory clip off the wiper cowl then hold the support bracket in place and force the clip back onto the cowl

securing the support bracket.

3. With the bracket in place position the new cover so that you will be able to mark the thumb screw hole to the

hoods safety hook platform with a marker. Remove the cover and then drill a 5/32 pilot hole at that location.

You have been provided with a single pilot screw of the same thread type. Use this screw to create the thread

into your newly piloted hole by using a screw gun to run the screw in and out of the hole a few times to create a

nice thread path for the thumb screw. Do not try to thread the thumb screw in before this procedure because

this will damage the thumb screw. You want to be able to freely insert the thumb screw without binding. If the



thumb screw binds run the pilot screw through again until you can achieve a nice free moving installation of the 

thumb screw. Your new cover will have a hook and loop fastener strip adhered to the underside this will 

connect to the hook and loop fastener attached to the bracket installed earlier. 

4. Now that you have got everything ready simply set the new cover into place and secure it with the thumb screw

provided. Remove the protective liner.

Thank You and Enjoy Your Purchase! 

AMERICAN CAR CRAFT 

When it comes to quality chrome trim and accessories, American Car Craft is the brand you can depend on.

https://www.carid.com/chrome-accessories.html
https://www.carid.com/american-car-craft/

